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T INTRODLCTION HIS PAPER outlines a method for the application of the fast Fourier transform algorithm to the estimation of power spectra, which involves sectioning the record, taking modified periodograms of these sections, and averaging these modified periodograms. In many instances this method involves fewer computations than other methods. Moreover, it involves the transformation of sequences which are shorter than the whole record which is an advantage when computations are to be performed on a machine with limited core storage. Finally, it directly yields a potential resolution in the time dimension which is useful for testing and measuring nonstationarity. As will be pointed out, it is closely related to the method of complex demodulation described by Bingham, Godfrey, and Tukey.l THE METHOD Let X(j), j= 0, N-1 be a sample from a stationary, second-order stochastic sequence. Assume for simplicity that E(X) 0. Let X(j) have spectral density Pcf), I f \ 5%. We take segments, possibly overlapping, of length L with the starting points of these segments D units apart. Let X,(j) ,j=O, L 1 be the first such segment. Then
We suppose we have K such segments; Xl(j), X,($, and that they cover the entire record, Le., that
This segmenting is illustrated in Fig. 1 
and i=
Finally, we obtain the K modified periodograms
The spectral estimate is the average of these periodograms, i.e., 
X(j)
For ho the half-power width is (1.28)
THE VARIANCES OF THE ESTIMATES
As developed above our estimator is given by
(n 0, m). 
Now, if we let
Hence, we have a spectral estimator P(f) with a resulCovariance I&J, 1k+i(fn)j tant spectral window whose area is unity and whose width is of the order of 1/L.
then it is easily shown that
We suggest two reasonable choices for the data window W(j) one of them has the shape 1 1 <t 1 Further, if and gives a spectral window which, when the two are normalized to have the same half-power width, is very 4j) 
Assume now that X(j) is a sample from a Gaussian process and assume that P(f) is flat over the passband of our estimator. Then we can show2 that Var 1k(fn> p2(fn).
Further, under the above assumptions and assuming
The resultant spectral windows corresponding to these data windows are given approximately by that h(f-fn) 0 for f <O and f 4 we can show3 that
Hence, we have the following result which enables us to estimate the variances of Pun) when fn is not close to 0 or 4.
Result: If X(j) is a sample from a Gaussian process, and P(f) is flat over the passband of the estimator, and h(f--fn)=O forf<O and f>$, then
In the preceding approximations L is a scale parameter.
In changing L we change the shape of hl(f) and hzcf) only K in stretching or shrinking the horizontal dimension. For If the total number of points N cannot be made arbitrarily large, and we wish to get a near maximum reduction in the variance out of a fixed number of points then a reasonable procedure is to overlap the segments by one half their length, i.e., to let D =L/2. In this case, if we use Wl(j) as the data window we get p(1) 1/9 and p(j) =O forj> 1. Letting P1vn) be the estimate, we have
The factor 11/9, compared with the factor 1.0 for nonoverlapped segments, inflates the variance. However, an overall reduction in variance for fixed record length is where L is the length of the segments, and K is the number of segments into which the record is broken, and
We will first discuss how the complex algorithm can be used to obtain the summation ~k=lI~ Ak(n) 2 two terms at a time with K/2[or (K+1)/2, if K is odd] rather than K transforms. Suppose K is even and let
These equations yield, with some algebra,
Hence, finally,
If K is odd this procedure can be extended in an obvious fashion by defining Y(K+1)/2(j) =X,(j) and summing from 1 to (K+1)/2. A second observation on the actual application of the algorithm concerns the bit-inverting. If the algorithm is applied as described here, and one is especially concerned with computation time, then the bit-inverting could be postponed until after the summation. Thus, instead of bit-inverting K/2 times, one would only have to bit-invert once. ,N-1, and YG), N-1, be samples from two second-order stochastic sequences. This method can be extended in a straightforward manner to the estimation of the cross spectrum, PZu(f). In exactly the same fashion each sample is divided in K segments of length L. Call these segments XIG), Xdj> and y~(j) , YK(~) . Modified cross periodograms are calculated for each pair of segments XkG), Yk(j) , and the average of these modified cross periodograms constitutes the estimate
P,,(fn).
The spectral window is the same as is obtained using this method for the estimation of the spectrum.
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